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Abstract 
This review of cryofixation by plunge cooling 
surveys liquid coolants, plunge cooling devices, 
modeling and applications featuring time resolution. 
It then focuses on thermocouple experiments and ice 
crystal analyses. These highlight the effects of the 
design of specimen holders, the cold gas above the 
coolant which can freeze the specimen prematurely , 
specimen size, plunge velocity, coolant depth and 
ultimate coolant efficiencies . The ice crystal cavity 
analyses are validated by experiments which monitor 
the effects of high subzero temperatures on the 
storag e of plunge cooled specimens and an 
experiment which monitored the rate of cryo-
substitution . Ethane was found to be more efficient 
for plunge cooling metal specimens (bare thermo-
couples ), exposed hydrated specimens and metal-
sandwiched freeze fracture specimens; this suggests 
that it should be used for plunge freezing, spray 
freezing and jet freezing . 
Key words : Plunge cooling, cryofixation, cryogen, 
coolant, ice crystal, freeze-fracture, freeze-etching, 
freeze-drying, cryosectioning, freeze-substitution . 
*Address for correspondence: K.P. Ryan, Plymouth 
Marine Laboratory, Citadel Hill, Plymouth, Devon 
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Introduction 
Specimens for electron microscopy can be 
prepared without any chemical treatment by cryo-
fixation (rapid cooling). They can then be observed 
either directly by cold stage electron microscopy or 
they can be processed further by cryomethods such 
as cryo-sectioning, freeze-fracture, freeze-etching, 
surface replication, freeze-drying , freeze-substitution 
or low temperature resin embedding. 
Cryofixation can give almost instantaneous 
preservation of the specimen in a near life-like state. 
Robards (1984) calculated that trichome hair tip cells 
with a diameter of 15 µm could be immobilised in 
less than a millisecond, almost a million times faster 
than the 10 minutes necessary for chemical fixation . 
This offers enormous advantages in time resolution 
in experimental situations which involve finely 
controlled timing of stimulation and reaction of 
cellular events (Sjostrom et al., 1973; Van Harreveld 
et al., 1974; Heuser et al., 1979; Sjostrom, 1980; 
Gupta and Hall, 1984; Padron et al., 1988; 
Edelmann , 1989; Zierold et al., 1989; Knoll and 
Plattner, 1990; Pollard et al., 1990; Knoll et al., 1991; 
Lepault et al., 1991). 
Rapid freezing can avoid structural shrinkage 
(Van Harreveld et al., 1974; Boyde et al., 1977), loss 
of diffusible ions (Morgan, 1980) and loss of sugars, 
amino acids and proteins associated with chemical 
processing (Coetzee and Merwe, 1984). Further, it 
can preserve fixative-resistant and fixative-labile 
antigens (Monaghan and Robertson, 1990). However, 
the concept of instant "physical preservation" must 
be tempered with regard to changes which can occur 
later in the specimen (Sjostrand, 1990). 
The primary goal of cryofixation is to vitrify the 
specimen . This means cooling it so rapidly that its 
water molecules are captured in their normal 
random distribution and do not have time to organise 
into crystals. Vitrification is achievable in thin 
specimens (Dubochet and McDowall, 1981); the 
necessary cooling rate for this has been calculated to 
be more than 3 X 106 °C/s (Bald, 1987a). It can also 
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Table 1. Reviews of cryofixation and related techniques. 
Reference 
Rebhun (1972) 
Costello and Corless (1978) 
Sitte (1979) 
Plattner and Bachmann (1982) 
Plattner and Knoll (1984) 
Costello et al. (1984) 
Robards and Sleytr (1985) 
Chiu (1986) 
Gilkey and Staehelin (1986) 
Menco (1986) 
Sitte et al. (1986) 
Stewart and Vigers (1986) 
Bachmann and Mayer (1987) 
Bald (1987a,b,c,) 
Dubochet et al. (1987) 
Kellenberger (1987) 
Knoll et al. (1987) 
Plattner and Knoll (1987) 
Moor (1987) 
Sitte et al. (1987) 
Dubochet et al. (1988) 
Elder and Robards (1988) 
Hayat (1989) 




pl, specimens coated with nucleating agents 
pl, new thermocouple experiments 
pl, sl, hp 
cf, tc, pretreatments, viability, sp 
sp, j 
pl, tc , thin sandwiched specimens 
cf, cryoSEM, cryoTEM, cu, fd, ff, fs, lte , 
pl , macromolecules & viruses in cryoTEM 
cf, j, physics of freezing 
cf, 572 citations (mostly applications) 
pl, sl, j, fs, lte 
cf, applications , interpretation 
cf, physics of cryofixation 
cf, modeling plunging, slamming, jetting 
pl, vitrification, cryoTEM 
cf, macromolecular response to freezing 
cf, dynamic cellular processes 
cf, dynamic cellular processes 
hp, theory and practice 
pl, sl, j, sp, fs, lte, cu 
pl, vitrification for cryoTEM 
cf, fs, fd+XRMA, im, cryoSEM, ff 
cf, fd, fs, ff, lte, cu 
cf, cu, sections for cryoTEM, im, XRMA 
pl, j, sl, sp, hp, tc, xtal 
pl , propane "shower", in situ cryofixation 
T~e comments indicate the scope of the reviews . Key: (cf) general cryofixation methods, (cu) cryoultra-
~crotomy, (fd) freeze-drying, (ff) freeze-fracture, (fs) freeze -substitution, (hp) high pressure freezing , (im) 
immunology and gold labelling, (j) jet freezing, (lte) low temperature embedding, (pl) plunge freezing, (sl) slam 
freezing , (sp) microdroplet spray freezing, (tc) thermocouple experiments, (XRMA) X-ray microanalysis (xtal) 
ice crystal analysis . ' 
occur at the surface of suitably small bulk specimens 
(McDowall et al., 1983; Richter et al., 1991) . Michel 
et al. (1991) have vitrified plant material using high 
pressure freezing . 
Specimens can be frozen by plunging into liquid 
coolants, by jetting liquid coolants onto them and by 
contact with cold metal blocks (commonly referred to 
as "slamming"). These methods and their specialis-
ations have been previously reviewed (Table 1). 
This review focuses on plunge cooling small bulk 
specimens, at ambient pressure, and on results from 
thermocouple experiments performed at the 
Plymouth Marine Laboratory. Some of the thermo-
couple results are correlated with analyses of ice 
crystal cavities in specimens which, in turn, are 
correlated with modeling results. The results support 
findings already in the literature but show further 
that a lesser used coolant, ethane, is more efficient 
for metal specimens (bare thermocouples), exposed 
hydrated specimens and metal sandwiched hydrated 
specimens than the commonly used propane. Future 
developments are also contemplated . 
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Coolants for Rapid Freezing 
Liquid air (at -180°C) was used in freeze-drying 
for light microscopy by Gersch (1932) and for electron 
microscopy by Richards et al. (1943) . Scott (1933) 
found that tissue blocks hardened faster when 
quenched in cooled ethanol than in liquid air. Thus, 
the search for improved cooling began . Since then , 
many other coolants have been tested (Table 2). 
Many coolants were introduced for light micros-
copy and were naturally adopted for electron 
microscopy purposes. Most of the coolants are gases 
at room temperature and must be condensed and 
maintained in the liquid state by cooling with liquid 
nitrogen . It should be noted that it is not the coldest 
cryogenic fluid that produces the fastest cooling. The 
characteristics that influence performance as 
coolants are the melting point, density, specific heat, 
thermal conductivity and viscosity (Bald, 1984). 
Liquid nitrogen, at its boiling point of -196°C, is 
widely used to cool devices in which plunge cooling is 
performed but not as the medium for cooling the 
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Table 2. References to coolants tested for rapid freezing. 
Reference(s) 
Gersch (1932); Richards et al. (1943) 






propane Bell (1952a); Stephenson (1956) 
Bell (1952a); Jehl et al. (1981) 
Bell (1952b) 
Fernandez-Moran (1960) 
Luyet & Kroener (1960) 
Pease,(1967a, 1967b, 1973) 
isopentane-propane mixtures 
dichlorodifluoromethane (Freon 12) 
liquid helium 
chlorodifluoromethane (Freon 22) 
ethylene glycol 
Bernhard & Leduc (1967); Tokuyasu (1973) 
Riehle (1968); Riehle and Hoechli (1973) 
MacKenzie (1969) 
nitrogen - boiling liquid 
nitrogen - under high pressure (2.1 kbar ) 
nitrogen - melting solid (slush) 
Umrath (1974) 
Harvey et al. (1976) 
Echlin and Moreton (1976) 
Echlin and Moreton (1976) 
Echlin and Moreton (1976) 
Echlin and Moreton (1976) 
Bald and Robards (1978) 
Dubochet and McDowall (1981) 
Hoch (1986) 
nitrogen - subcooled liquid 
hexane-butane mixture 
fluorotrichloromethane (Freon 11) 
difluorodichloromethane (Freon 12) 
dichlorofluoromethane (Freon 21) 
acetone 
nitrogen - in supercritical phase (33 bar) 
ethane 
89% propane+11 % ethane mixture 
Table 3. References which describe different plunge cooling methods . 
Reference 
Luyet & Gonzales (1951) 
Zalokar (1966) 
Monroe et al. (1968) 
Rebhun (1972 ) 
Glover & Garvitch (1974) 
Umrath (1974 ) 
Echlin & Moreton (1976) 
Somlyo et al. (1977) 
Bald & Robards (1978) 
Barlow & Sleigh (1979) 
Costello & Corless (1978) 
Costello (1980) 
Handley et al . (1981) 
Somlyo et al. (1981) 
Dubochet et al . (1982) 
Elder et al. (1982) 
Escaig (1982) 
Robards & Crosby (1983) 
Ryan & Purse (1985a,b) 
Murray et al . (1989) 
Wendt-Gallitelli & Isenberg (1989) 
Cole et al. (1990) 
Ryan et al . (1990) 
Comments 
gravity-fall guillotine device 
hand-held spring-powered injector with specimen auto-ejector 
ballistic, 30-06 rifle and biopsy needle 
rubber band injector with specimen auto-ejector 
spring powere d injector with needle valve-controlled air dam per 
double LN2 containers with evacuated outer chamber 
spring injector with oscilloscope for velocity measur ement 
compressed air-driven plunge injector 
spring-driven supercritical nitrogen device 
reverse plunging , coolant raised manuall y 
rubber band-powered guillotine 
as above, with linear potentiometer velocity measurement 
spring-driven injector , 4 µm titanium foil specimen holder 
reverse plunging, beaker of coolant shot up around specimen 
nebulised specimens sprayed onto a plunging grid 
magnetic release device followed by gravity fall into coolant 
electric solenoid-powered injector 
adjustable spring-powered injector 
elastic-powered injector with infra-red velocity sensor 
countercurrent upwelling column of coolant 
reverse plunging, coolant raised 
pneumatic device, cold gas layer avoided 
4 mm shock cord-powered injector with 60 cm deep coolant 
specimen. A specimen at ambient temperature that 
is placed in liquid nitrogen will immediately cause 
local boiling with the formation of a vapour layer 
which insulates the specimen. However, liquid 
nitrogen is used for freezing prefixed specimens 
which are heavily cryoprotected against ice crystal 
formation in immunocytochemical techniques 
(Tokuyasu, 1973, 1980). It is also used in plunge 
cooling devices that suppress vapour formation 
(Umrath, 1974; Bald and Robards, 1978). 
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Table 4. References to plunge cooling experiments with comments on their main results. 
Reference Coolant{s) S12ecimen{s) 
Luyet & Gonzales (1951) pen 25,50, 75 µm tc's 
Stephenson (1956) pr,pen (i) bare tc 
(ii) tc in liver 
Luyet & Kroener (1960) SN2, pen, LN2, LHeII (i) 25 µm tc 
pr, Fr22, pen (ii) 2x70 µm tape 
Cowley et al. (1961) LN2 coated with 
insulators 
Bullivant (1965) LHeII, LHel, pr 3 mm sphere + tc 
MacKenzie (1969) SN2, LN2 (i) bare tc 
(ii) kidney + tc 
Rebhun (1972) pr,pro,pen,eth,ethy steel tube 
Fr 12, 13, 13-B-1,14,22 ± insulators 
Glover & Garvitch (1974) SN2, Fr12,22 & LN2 Cu disc+water 
Umrath (1974) subLN2, pr tube + Araldite 
Van Venrooij et al. (1975) Fr22 silver tube + 
tc + glycerol 
Clark et al. (1976) ac,me,Frll,Fr22,LN2 (i) tc in epoxy 
(ii) bare tc 
Echlin & Moreton (1976) Frl 1, 12,21,ac,pen,LN 2 (i) bare tc 
(ii) pea, liver 
Costello & Corless (1978) pr,pr+pen+mch,Fr12, (i) bare tc 
Fr 13,Fr22,SN 2,LN 2 
(ii) lecithin/H2O 
in ff holders 
Bald & Robards (1978) subLN2, hyperLN2 Cu & PTFE spheres 
Barlow & Sleigh (1979) pr,bu,Fr12,pen,LN2 10 µl H2O droplet 
Schwabe & Terracio (1980) pr,Fr12,Fr22,pen,LHe tc 
LN 2, Hg & Cu blocks 
Costello (1980) pr, Fr22, subLN2 20% glycerol 
sandwich + tc 
Mueller et al. (1980) pr Cu sheets + tc 
Pscheid et al. (1981) pr, SN2, Fr22 ff specs+tc 
Robards & Severs (1981) pr (jet & plunge) solder sandwich 
Escaig (1982) pr, Cu block tissue slices 
Costello et al. ((1982) pr jet&plunge,Cu+LHe hydrated sandwich 
Elder et al. (1982) pr ,Fr 12,Fr22,SN 2,LN 2 
Silvester et al. (1982) eth,pr ,me,met,others 
Robards & Crosby (1983) pr 
Costello et al. (1984) pr 
Ryan & Purse (1984) pr+pen 
Ryan & Purse (1985a) pr+pen 
Ryan et al. (1987) eth,pr,pr+pen,Fr22 
Murray et al. (1989) eth,Fr12,pr+pen,LN2 
Ryan et al. (1990) eth, Fr22, pr 
Bailey & Zasadzinski (1991) eth, pr, LN2 
(i) bare tc 




Scotch tape + tc 
20% gelatin + tc 
20% gelatin 




bare tc, Cu, steel, 
glass,epoxy, water 
Comments 
showed specimen size was important 
(i) pr better than pen 
(ii) fast cooling gives small crystals 
(i) 100, 78, 39, 2.7 x 103°C/s rates 
(ii) 2560, 2200, 1700°C/s cooling rates 
nucleate boiling promoted instead of 
film boiling, gave faster cooling 
LHell better than LHel, propane best 
(i) SN2 4 times faster than LN2 
(ii) SN2 twice as fast as LN2 
pr and pro fastest, matched by eth and 
ethy if nucleating agents were used 
SN2 fastest, LN2 slowest 
subcooled nitrogen faster than pr 
centre cooled fastest, correlated 
with ice crystal analysis 
(i) natural gas fastest 
(ii) Fr22 best (me not tested) 
(i) injection faster than dipping 
(ii) 5-50 times slower cooling 
(i) pr fastest, then pr+pen+mch, Fr 13, 
Fr22, Fr12, SN2 and LN2 
(ii) propane faster than Fr22, 
low mass specimen holders best 
hyperLN2 faster for Cu, but not for PTFE 
bu+pr, then pr, bu, Frl2, pen and LN2 
pr best, then Fr22, Fr 12, pen, 
strLHe, strLN2, and unstLN2; Hg better but 
Cu best. Correlated crystal results 
specimen velocity and size important, 
use coolant at its lowest temperature 
jet cooling faster than hand dipping 
pr jet, then pr dip, Fr22 and SN2 
jet slower, faults discussed 
Cu block better than 15 mm pr plunge 
jet best (slope at 0°C) then Cu block 
(i) pr best, then Fr22,Fr12,SN2 and LN2 
(ii) largest crystals near surface 
eth best, ethanol matched eth 0/-50°C 
cooling rate linear to entry velocity 
cooling not increased at highest velocities 
solid supports retarded cooling 
cold gas layer reduced cooling rate 
supports and coolant depth important 
eth most efficient, ultimate cooling 
demonstrated under forced convection 
upwelling coolant cooled fastest 
(i) eth best for sandwiched specimens 
(ii) crystal analysis: plunge velocity and 
coolant depth were important factors 
surface area/volume ratio governed cooling 
specimen thermal diffusivity unimportant 
Key: (ac) acetone, (bu) a-butylene, (Cu) copper, (eth) ethane, (ethy) ethylene, (ffi freeze-fracture, (Fr) Freon, (Gen) 
Genetron, (Hg) mercury, (hyperLN2) hyperbaric LN2, (LHe) liquid helium, (LN2) boiling liquid nitrogen, (mch) 
methylcyclohexane, (me) natural gas/methane, (met) methanol, (pen) isopentane, (pr) propane, (pro) propylene, 
(SN2) melting nitrogen, (str) stream of flowing ... , (subLN2) subcooled liquid nitrogen, (tc) thermocouple, (unst) 
unstirred . 
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pl, latent heat release avoided at highest cooling rates; vitrification 
j, 2100 bar pressure reduces freezing point of water to -22°C and the 
Riehle & Hoechli (1973) 
Van Harreveld et al. (1974) 
Rosenkranz (1975) 
homogeneous nucleation temperature to -92°C: vitrification at 100°C/s 
Toscano et al. (1975) 
sl, freezing at 5 and 10 µm depths occurs in 4.1 and 8.3 ms respectively (Cu) 
pl , melting N2 cooled water droplet more efficiently than propane and Freons 
cf, ice nucleation in blood cells, T(het) = -11 to -34°C; T(hom) = -40°C 
Van Venrooij et al . (1975) 
Heuser et al. (1979) 
pl, tubular specimen, cooling fastest in centre 
Van Harreveld & Trubatch (1979) 
Elder et al. ( 1982) 
Kopstad & Elgsaeter (1982) 
Silvester et al. (1982) 
sl, Cu at -271 °C (LHe) poor conductor, interface temperature rises on contact 
sl, surface 10-15 µm of gelatin/tissue specimens froze in 5 ms (Ag block+LN2) 
pl, temperature gradient and coolant depth must be sufficient for process 
sl+j, LHe 40% faster cooling than LN2 (Cu block); -196°C, sl andj identical 
pl, Biot modulus was 0.1 in water droplets; worth seeking better coolants 
Bald (1983) sl, Ag at -257.55°C (15.6 K) is the most efficient cryoblock 
Jones (1984) 
Bald (1984) 
sl+pl, freezing times at 10 µm into specimen: 0.1 ms (Cu), 0.1-0.6 ms (liquids) 
pl , supercritical nitrogen potentially most efficient liquid coolant 
Bald (1985) cf, cryoblocks more efficient than liquid coolants 
Bald (1986) cf, critical cooling rate and ice crystal size 
Bald (1987a,b,c) 
Bald (1988) 
cf, many worked examples of different cryofixation situations 
cf, consideration of Biot modulus, Stefan and Jacob numbers 
Zasadzinski (1988) 
Ryan et al. (1990) 
pl, proposed convection-limited solution; many published results fitted 
pl, measured and modeled ice crystal sizes in agreement 
Chang & Baust (1991) 
Bailey and Zasadzinski (1991) 
sp, 50 µm droplets at 1 mis should traverse less than 1 cm deep gas layer 
pl, experimental validation of convection-limited model 
Key: (cf) general cryofixation, (j) jet, (pl) plunge, (sl) slam, (sp) microdroplet spray freezing, T(het) hetero-
geneous nucleation temperature, T(hom) homogeneous nucleation temperature . 
Plunge Cooling Methods 
There are many methods of plunge cooling. They 
vary from releasing a specimen from a simple 
magnetic catch, using Newtonian physics to calculate 
entry velocity under gravity fall (Elder et al., 1982), 
to the ballistic method of Monroe et al. (1968) which 
used a rifle to fire a biopsy needle through a heart 
with the specimen being collected in coolant. 
An early device for plunge cooling was illustrated 
by Luyet and Gonzales (1951). The construction was 
described as a guillotine device; specimens or 
thermocouples were mounted on a falling crosspiece 
and plunged into isopentane. Since then, various 
devices have been used and these are summarised in 
Table 3. 
Plunge Cooling Experiments 
Investigation into plunge cooling efficiency by 
measuring rapid temperature change was begun by 
Luyet and Gonzales (1951). They recorded cooling 
rates in the order of 300,000 degrees per second, a 
result which has not been markedly improved on. 
Experiments into plunge cooling efficiency are 
summarised in Table 4. 
Some important principles of cryofixation were 
established in the first experiments. Luyet and 
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Gonzales (1951) correlated cooling rate and 
thermocouple size. The smallest thermocouple cooled 
fastest, thus showing the importance of relative 
specimen size. Stephenson (1956) showed that a 
thermocouple was cooled faster by propane than by 
isopentane, thus showing that coolant efficiency was 
a factor . He went on to show, in combined 
thermocouple/ice crystal experiments, that faster 
cooling produced smaller ice crystal cavities in liver 
specimens, as measured after freeze-substitution, 
thus proving that the pursuit of cooling efficiency 
was a necessary endeavour. 
Van Venrooij et al. (1975) measured cooling 
curves and ice crystal size, in a tubular specimen. 
The cooling curves were obtained from implanted 
thermocouples and the ice crystal measurement was 
performed on replicas of freeze-fractured specimens. 
The most important finding was that cooling was 
fastest in the centre of the specimen; this 
phenomenon has still to be properly exploited. Echlin 
and Moreton (1976) established that cooling was 
faster when specimens were forcibly injected into a 
coolant than when simply dipped into it by hand. 
Until the introduction of ethane by Dubochet and 
McDowall (1981), propane was the most efficient 
coolant that had been tested for cryofixation. 
Keith P. Ryan 
Silvester et al. (1982) tested both these and many 
other coolants and found that ethane cooled hydrated 
specimens faster than propane. The experiment s 
were later modelled by Bald (1984 ) who concluded 
that the results mainly illustrated cooling during the 
transient conduction phase of the quench , after the 
specimen came to rest . Thus , the cooling potential of 
the forced convective mode , which is the most 
effective phase during plunge cooling, was not tested . 
Elder et al. (1982) reported on modeling , thermo-
couple experiments and ice crystal analyses and 
concluded with a number of important practical 
hints . These included maximising relative movement 
between the specimen and coolant , high entry 
velocity, reduction of the cold gas layer above the 
coolant and providing a sufficient depth of coolant. 
Their Fig.4 showed temperature differences of over 
100°C in the upper layers of an unstirred coolant. 
Costello et al. (1984) reported on the optimum 
conditions for plunge freezing thin sandwiched 
specimens. Their Table 1 collat ed a number of 
important factors which are now well recogni sed. 
Murray et al. (1989) described thermocouple experi -
ments using a device in which coolants were stirred 
so that they rose vertically in a column and in which 
the cold gas layer was reduced . Cooling rates from a 
bare thermocouple were reported which were better 
than those from a conventional horizontally stirr ed 
device . Result s from experiments by the pre sent 
author (Ryan , 1991; Ryan and Pur se 1984 , 1985a 
and Ryan et al. 1987, 1990) will be discus sed in 
detail below . 
Modeling Cryofixation 
Rapid cooling has been analysed numerically by 
various workers (Table 5). Jones (1984) acknowl-
edged the imprecisions in modeling due the time 
necessary for the specimen to make complete contact 
the liquid coolant or the cryoblock ; this can produce 
an error of ±0.5 ms. He found that the time during 
which freezing occurs at any one point is 0.25 ms, 
this is the ultimate limit for time resolution in cryo-
fixation. 
Zasadinski (1988) considered the Biot modulus 
(B) which measures the relative rates of convective to 
conductive cooling . He noted that earlier workers 
used the conduction-limited solution , where B was 
greater than unity, whereas, as noted by Bald (1984), 
in many experimental situations B was less than 
unity and, therefore, the convection-limited solution 
should be considered . This assumes that cooling is 
limited by the coolant and its application to the 
specimen rather than by conduction within the 
specimen . His Fig.3 shows 55 data points, derived 
from 22 papers, plotted as cooling rates against the 
specimen volume/surface area ratio, where most 
results lay close to a linear regression line which 
indicated that cooling was limited by convection. The 
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conclusions of this study were that cooling rate is 
proportional to the ratio of specimen surface area to 
volume, independent of the sample thermal 
conductivity, and inversely proportional to its 
thermal density (this being the product of specimen 
density and heat capacity) . The ideal sample carrier 
would be made from very thin , high strength foils 
such as the 4 µm thick titanium foil used by Handley 
et al. (1981 ). The final conclusion was that heat 
transfer could only be improved by increasing coolant 
velocity relative to the sample , either by using higher 
plunge velocities or jet freezers . 
Bailey and Zasadzinski (1991) performed various 
experiments, the results of which were then used in 
modeling. The findings supported the earlier 
conclusions of Costello and Corless (1978 ), Elder et 
al. (1982), Silvester et al. (1982), Ryan and Purse 
(1985a , 1985b), Ryan et al. (1987, 1990) and other 
workers whose re sults are shown in Table 4. They 
found that small thermocouples (e.g. 0.07 mm diam-
eter bead) cooled faster than larger ones (e.g. 1.0 mm 
diameter ); that liquid propane cooled faster than 
liquid nitrogen and that ethane was more efficient 
than propane ; and that faster entry velocity 
produced faster cooling. The problems that they 
experienced with coolant solidification were 
overcome with the use of a small cartridge heater, as 
described by Ryan and Purse (1985b). Similarly to 
Costello et al. (1984), Bailey and Zasadzinski (1991) 
used a 35 mm deep well and also discovered that the 
highest immersion velocities , in excess of 1.75 mis, 
could produce slower cooling rates . This supported 
the conclusion s of Elder et al. (1982), Bald (1984) , 
Ryan and Purse (1985a ) and Ryan et al . (1990) that 
coolants must be deep enough to maintain the 
highest heat fluxes until the specimen is frozen. The 
600 mm deep device of Ryan et al. (1987, 1990) 
showed that the greater depth allowed much faster 
plunging (over 6 mis ) and consequent cooling by 
forced convection until coolant efficiency became the 
limiting factor . Bailey and Zasadzinski (1991) also 
demonstrated that cooling rate was independent of 
specimen therm al conductivity. This work validated 
the proposal that cryofixation should be modelled on 
a convection-limited approach and concluded that 
stainless steel and titanium, which are poor 
conductors but which can be made much thinner, 
rather than copper, silver and gold, should be used 
for carrying freeze-fracture specimens . 
Time-Resolved Cryofixation 
Cryofixation promises preservation of the 
specimen in a near-natural state; its millisecond time 
scale means that ultrastructural and biochemical 
events are captured. Rapid chemical reactions were 
first studied with sudden freezing by Bray (1961). 
The full potential of cryofixation is realised when it 
is combined with physiological experiments which 
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Table 6. References to cryofixation of experimentally defined dynamic events 
Reference 
Sjostrom et al. (1973, 1980) 
Van Harreveld et al. (1974) 
Heuser et al. (1979) 
Van Harreveld & Trubatch (1979) 
Ornberg & Reese (1981a) 
Gupta & Hall (1984) 
Sommer et al. (1984) 
Wendt-Gallitelli & Wolburg (1984) 
Rand et al. (1985) 
Somlyo et al. (1985) 
Torri-Tarelli et al . (1985) 
Nassar et al. (1986) 
Tsukita & Yano (1986) 
Geanacopoulos & Gear (1988) 
Knoll et al. (1988) 
Menetret et al. (1988) 
Padron et al. (1988) 
Edelmann (1989) 
Ingram et al. (1989) 
Zierold et al. (1989) 
Wendt-Gallitelli & Isenberg (1989) 
Fujioka et al. (1990) 
Pollard et al. (1990) 
Talmon et al. (1990) 
Knoll et al . (1991) 
Lepault et al. (1991) 
Mandelkow et al. (1991) 
Experiment 
double slam: stimulated muscle between twin falling hammers, 
length-tension records, physiology and XRMA of ions (Cu+LN2 used) 
slam: measured thermal conductivity of freezing agar specimens , 
modelled pre-freeze chilling of specimen surface and freezing; 
8°C chilling, surface 10 µm layers freeze in 8.3 ms (Ag+LN2) 
showed relaxed and electrically stimulated muscle structure 
slam : timed freezing in muscle by resistance/capacitance, 
surface 10 µm layer froze in 4 ms (Cu+LN2) or 2 ms (Cu+LHe) , 
nerve terminal transmitter vesicle release, 2 ms time resolution 
slam: gelatin & tissue slices, modeling freezing process, 
surface 10-15 µm froze in 5 ms (Ag+LN2) 
slam: endotoxin triggered exocytosis in amebocytes (Cu+LHe) 
plunge: electrically and tissue-stimulated sea anemone nematocysts 
for XRMA of ionic fluxes during thread discharge (Freon 13) 
slam: muscle, freeze-fracture showed increased pits on normally 
smooth E face after 0.5-1.0 ms of electrical stimulation (Cu+LHe) 
reverse plunge: muscle, quantitative XRMA of ions in defined 
functional states of tension (propane) 
spray: time-resolved Ca++-induced fusion of lipid vesicles (propane) 
reverse plunge : post-tetanic Ca++ and Mg++ flux in muscle (Freon 22) 
slam: synaptic events 1-10 ms after electrical stimulus (Cu+LHe) 
slam : single muscle fibers for freeze-fracture, freeze substitution 
and cryosections after electrical stimulation 
slam: muscle, optical diffraction patterns of defined states (Cu+LHe) 
spray: blood platelet activation, changes after 0.5 s (propane) 
jet: time course ofliposomal/plasma membrane fusion (propane) 
plunge: myosin under various on-grid biochemical conditions (ethane) 
slam: chemically & electrically stimulated muscle, tension monitored 
to show moment of freezing , circa 2 ms resolution (Cu+LNz/LHe) 
slam: electrically stimulated muscle for XRMA, structural change and 
redistribution of ions during contraction (falling Cu block+LN2) 
slam: quantitative X-ray microprobe mapping of elements in 
electrically stimulated muscle (Cu+LHe) 
plunge : XRMA of ions (i) chemical stimulation : cell suspension droplet 
shot through a film of trigger agent into coolant , reaction time= plunge 
distance/velocity (ii) electrical stimulation : specimen support completes 
a triggering circuit during the plunge (propane) 
plunge: muscle voltage-clamp experiments, correlated XRMA of 
calcium distribution and calcium inward current (propane) 
slam: 10 minute time-lapse oflysome/vacuole fusion events (Cu+LN 2) 
jet: transient intermediates in biochemical reactions, electronic 
timing of reaction with ms time resolution, 5 ms minimum (propane) 
plunge: controlled atmosphere environmental chamber on-grid reactions 
transient microstructures in liposomal phospholipid bilayers (ethane) 
spray: synchronous mixing of cells with chemical trigger agent 
with rapid freezing after defined time periods (propane) 
plunge: time dependent phenomena during actin polymerisation 
plunge: dynamics of microtubule assembly/disassembly, 8s-9min 
periodically timed "snapshots" of on-going tubulin reactions (ethane) 
Experiments where specimens have been electrically or chemically stimulated and then cryofixed after a known 
time interval, either for the purposes of ultrastructural or microchemical investigation. Further references are 
given by Knoll et al. (1991). Key: (Ag) silver cryoblock, (Cu) copper cryoblock, (LHe) liquid helium, (LN2) liquid 
nitrogen, (XRMA) X-ray microanalysis. 
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exploit finely controlled stimulation and reaction 
timing prior to freezing the specimen . Timing 
experiments have been used in the capture of 
dynamic ultrastructural events, ionic fluxes, 
biochemical reaction intermediates and the freezing 
process itself . Plunge cooling has been used in some 
of these experiments, although slamming, jet and 
spray cooling methods are also used. A related field 
is in situ cryofixation, where cold biopsy needle 
methods (Chang et al., 1980; von Zglinicki et al., 
1986), cold copper-jawed pliers (Hagler et al., 1983, 
1989) or pliers with jaws covered with frozen Freon 
(Somlyo et al., 1985) are used to sample unperturbed 
tissue. These methods are particularly useful for 
X-ray microprobe analysis . References to experiment-
ally stimulated/time-resolved freezing experiments 
are given in Table 6. 
The Plymouth Plunge Cooling Trials 
(Experiments 1-10) 
The goal of cryofixation is to preserve specimens 
with as little ice crystal damage as possible . It was 
already known from the results of Stephenson 
(1956), Van Venrooij et al. (1975), Schwabe and 
Terracio (1980) and Elder et al. (1982) that faster 
cooling gives less crystal damage . The Plymouth 
experiments were designed to investigate different 
aspects of this quest. They are described here only in 
outline; further detail can be found in the cited 
publications . 
Specimen supports (Exp.I) 
Normally, small tissue blocks are prepared and 
then plunge cooled on solid supports. The supports 
are much bulkier than the specimens which is self-
defeating because the thermal energy within the 
support constitutes a relatively massive heat 
reservoir which is in contact with the cooling 
specimen . Some of this energy must exit through the 
specimen and must impair its cooling. 
Specimens were mounted on aluminium foil, after 
Gersch (1956) and Rey (1957), but their dipping 
approach was changed in favour of powered 
plunging. Miniature thermocouples were made by 
soldering together 25 µm diameter chrome! and con-
stantan wires . These were trimmed to a junction 
length of 75 µm and sandwiched between 2 layers of 
standard 60 µm-thick Scotch tape, 2 mm square. One 
specimen was mounted on a standard Reichert FC4 
cryoultramicrotome pin and another mounted on a 
modified pin; this bore an aluminium foil bridge on 
which the specimen was mounted , thus removing it 
from the thermal mass of the pin (Fig .1). The ther-
mocouple wires were glued to the edge of the support 
with quick-setting epoxy resin .. 
The specimens were plunged into a simple 6 cm 
deep apparatus which contained a stirred 3:1 
mixture of propane-isopentane . Cooling curves were 
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Standard solid support Streamlined support 
+ metal foil bridge 1~ the[1~•:;ass ~I 
- specimen - 2 mm 
'--------' 
Fi~e 1. Standard and modified specimen support 
pins. The standard, solid support for cryoultramicro-
tomy (left) constitutes a heat reservoir which retards 
specimen cooling . The foil-bridge support (right) 
enables multidirectional coolant access. Modified, 
with permission, from Ryan & Purse (1984). 
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Fi~e 2. Oscilloscope records from miniature ther-
mocouples sandwiched between two layers of Scotch 
tape mounted on (a) standard and (b) foil-bridge 
specimen support pins. The cooling curves (top 
traces) show cooling rates over the range 0/-100°C of 
230°C/s (standard support) and 1250°C/s (foil-bridge 
support) . Each cycle of the motion record (bottom 
traces) represents 1 cm of plunge motion . The coolant 
was a 6 cm deep propane-isopentane mixture at li-
quid nitrogen temperature . Time scale: 500 ms total. 
recorded on a Tectronix 5103N dual beam storage 
oscilloscope . Cooling rates were measured over the 
temperature range 0/-100°C. Prior to plunging , the 
coolant container was raised within the cooling 
chamber so as to reduce the depth of cold gas 
traversed by the specimen to approximately 1 mm. 
Plunge velocity was measured by an infra-red device 
which scanned a plunging scale of 5 mm high black 
and white bands which was attached to the specimen 
plunge rod. The second beam of the oscilloscope was 
used to display the motion signal. The results (Fig.2) 
showed that the modified pin enabled the specimen 
to cool faster (Ryan and Purse, 1984). Similar 
supports were used by Somlyo et al. (1977) and 
Wendt-Gallitelli and Walburg (1984) who froze 
muscle on stainless steel mesh supports for cryo-
ultramicrotomy. 
Conclusion: specimens cool faster when isolated 
from the relatively large thermal mass of solid 
supports. 
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Figure 3. Oscilloscope record showing the response of 
a fine chromel-constantan thermocouple (25 µm 
wires) entering the cooling chamber at "a" and 
plunging 12 cm in cold gas before entering liquid 
nitrogen at "b". This demonstrates the pre-chilling 
that can occur in cold gas; small specimens can 
freeze prematurely (slowly) before they reach the 
coolant. 
Cold gas layers (Exp.2) 
During early trials, bare thermocouples demon-
strated the chilling effect of the layer of cold gas 
which was above the coolant (Fig.3) . Hydrated 
gelatin, 125 µm thick, was built around one thermo-
couple and plunged by hand in the same system . 
This showed that the cooling specimen was re-
warmed to above its freezing point (Fig.4) and re-
produced a theoretical curve computed by 
Stephenson (1956). He forecast that, under certain 
inefficient cooling conditions, the release of latent 
heat of fusion of ice in the specimen would exceed the 
rate of heat removal. Although this result was 
obtained under slow plunging conditions, at a 
velocity of 0.3 mis, it illustrates the potential danger 
of the cold gas layer above the coolant (Ryan and 
Purse, 1984) . This applies particularly to small, 
thermally sensitive specimens such as those on low 
thermal mass supports and sprayed microdroplets. 
The cooling effect of this layer was modelled by Van 
Harreveld et al. (1974), with the conclusion that the 
surface of the tissue would chill by 8.4°C while 
falling 2 cm onto a silver cryoblock. More recently, it 
was modelled by Chang and Baust (1991) with 
regard to prechilling in sprayed microdroplets. The 
results showed that a 50 µm diameter specimen 
plunging at 1 mis into ethane or propane should 
traverse a layer less than 1 cm deep, or less than 5 
cm deep if plunging at 10 mis. 
Conclusions: the cold gas layer in cryofixation 
devices is potentially dangerous to specimens and 
steps should be taken to avoid its effects . These can 
involve blowing room temperature gas (nitrogen) 
across the coolant surface, designing devices so as to 
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Figure 4. Rewarming of a specimen by latent heat 
during freezing. A hydrated gel specimen, built 
around a fine thermocouple, was plunged by hand 
through a 10 cm-deep layer of cold gaseous nitrogen 
(GN2) into a propane coolant (inset). While plunging 
through the cold gas, the cooling curve reversed. This 
was probably due to latent heat being released faster 
during the freezing of the specimen than the cooling 
process could remove it. The specimen then reached 
the liquid coolant and cooled rapidly. The latent heat 
of fusion of ice is 334 J/g at 0°C, or 80 calories; this is 
equivalent to a potential local rise in temperature of 
80 degrees and explains the inhibitory effect of latent 
heat release on the cooling process . 
minimise the standing depth of the layer or raising 
cryogen containers within cooling chambers immed-
iately prior to plunging the specimen. The release of 
the latent heat of fusion of water is demonstrably 
antagonistic to the cooling process in hydrated 
specimens where crystallisation occurs . 
Specimen size (Exp.3) 
Different sized specimens were constructed 
around thermocouples (Fig.5 inset) and mounted in 
different ways. These were (1) free-hanging around 
the thermocouple and suspended by its wires, (2) 
mounted on foil-bridge supports and (3) mounted on 
standard solid supports. They were plunged into a 90 
mm deep 3:1 propane-isopentane coolant (Ryan and 
Purse, 1985a). The results are shown in Fig.5. 
The important result from these trials was that 
cooling rates in the 0.25 mm diameter specimen 
(measured over the range 0/-100°C) increased with 
increasing plunge velocity. This was also partially 
true with the 0.5 mm diameter specimen, but plunge 
velocities faster than approximately 1 mis produced 
slower cooling rates. The motion records showed that 
the specimen was reaching plunge bottom at 
increasingly warmer subzero temperatures. In other 
words, while plunging faster it cooled to 
temperatures increasingly higher than the monitored 
-100°C. This was because the forced convective 
cooling mode stopped before the temperature fell to 
-100°C; the specimen then cooled more slowly to the 
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Figure 5. Determinants of cooling rates. This figure 
shows cooling rates from 3 sizes of hydrated gelatin 
specimens, each containing a thermocouple (tc). Each 
specimen was mounted (1) on a standard solid 
support, (2) on a foil support and (3) free-hanging 
with no support (see inset). Redrawn, with 
permission, from Ryan & Purse (1985a). 
coolant temperature by transient conduction followed 
by natural convective modes . 
The thermocouple at the centre of the 0 .75 mm 
diameter specimen generally started cooling after 
reaching plunge bottom . These results consistently 
showed that, for a given size, the specimens mounted 
on the modified supports cooled faster . They also 
showed that it was important to maintain forced 
convection cooling and that to pursue that end it was 
necessary to use a deeper plunging device . 
Conclusions: small specimens should be used 
(approximately 0.25 mm cubes), mounted on low 
thermal mass supports and plunged rapidly into a 
sufficient depth of coolant . 
Cooling in a bare thermocouple (Exp.4) 
Following the previous experiments, a 50% deeper 
device was constructed (Fig .6) with a coolant depth of 
13 cm and a 100 W cartridge heater to maintain 
coolant temperatures (Ryan and Purse, 1985b). 
Streamlined thermocouples were made by butt-
soldering 300 µm copper and constantan wires, 
which were trimmed at 45°, for testing coolants . In 
this experiment, expanded recording facilities were 
introduced. The original oscilloscope amplified the 
thermocouple signal. The thermocouple and motion 
signals were led to a transient recorder and the 
stored signals were displayed on a second oscillo-
scope. Permanent copies of records were obtained on 
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Figure 6. Benchtop plunge freezing device. The 
cooling chamber is shown with its lid removed. The 
thermocouple feedback control system is seen at the 
bottom right with the power supply above it. The 
digital thermometer gives a direct indication of 
coolant temperature. 
graph paper using an XY plotter. A typical record 
from these trials is shown in Fig . 7 and the results of 
the experiment are shown in Table 7. Ethane clearly 
produced the fastest cooling followed, in order, by 
propane, propane-isopentane mixture, Freon 22 and 
liquid nitrogen. Ethane heated to 25°C above its 
freezing point was still more efficient than the other 
coolants, except for supercooled propane. 
Conclusions: ethane is a more efficient coolant for 
metal specimens (i.e. bare thermocouples) than 
propane coolants, Freon 22 and liquid nitrogen. 
Cooling in hydrated specimens (Exp.5) 
A 2.26 m high device with a 60 cm deep coolant 
well was built (Fig.8) which enabled plunge velocities 
of up to 7 mis to be obtained. Preliminary trials with 
fine thermocouples showed that they did not with-
stand the highest plunge velocities . Therefore, a 
butt-soldered thermocouple was used, made from 
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FieJ,lfe 7. Typical bare thermocouple record from the 
benchtop plunger . The coolant was ethane, 
maintained for this trial at -160°C. The plunge 
velocity was 2.0 mis and the cooling rate over 0/-
1000C was 9313 cC/s. The motion record shows that 
the streamlined 300 µm diameter thermocouple 
plunged 8 cm into the coolant, before recoiling 1 cm 
and then coming to rest . 
Table 7. Cooling rates from a bare, streamlined 
thermocouple measured betw een 0 and -100°C while 
plunging at 1.12 mis in a 13 cm depth of coolant : 
Mean (SD), n= 3. The melting point (Tmp) and 
temperature (T) )f the coolants are indicated; some 
coolants were i.:sed as supercooled liquids. Th e 
results for liquid !litrogen were extrapolated from the 
slope at 0°C beca-.ise the thermocouple did not cool to 
-100°C under breed convection, during plunge 
motion . Modified with permi ssion , from Ryan et al. 
(1987) . 
QQQlant Thu (°C) T (°C) QQQline: rate (°C/s) 
Ethane -1E3.3 -185 12109 (517) 
-179 10795 (116) 
-159 8562 (299) 
Propane -H9 .7 -194 8892 (350 ) 
-185 7596 (586 ) 
-165 6713 (242) 
3:1 Propane -195 6886 (429) 
+isopentane -175 5973 (571) 
Freon 22 -lEO.O -160 5959 (89) 
-155 5540 (185) 
-135 3895 (162) 
Nitrogen -2C9.9 -196 569 (73) 
300 µm diameter wires . The thermocouple tail wires 
were led up inside the 1 m long plunge rod, which 
was a 3 mm diameter steel tube, to connect to the 
recording electronics . The thermocouple was 
surrounded with a layer of 20% gelatin (125 µm shell 
thickness) and plunged into several coolants which 




FieJ,lfe 8. The deep plunging device, overall height 
2.26 m, coolant depth 60 cm. The upper gantry can 
be swivelled with respect to the basal cooling 
chamber around the rear upright. The battery 
supplies power for the velocity sensor (arrowhead ). 
The black and white scale for mea suring plunge 
velocity has been rotated to face the camera. The 1.0 
m long plunge rod (arrows) is screw-clamped into the 
falling cross piece and extends to below the battery . 
The results are presented in Table 8. 
Conclusions: ethane is a more efficient coolant for 
exposed hydrated specimens than the other coolants. 
This suggests it should be used in spray-cooling, 
where sprayed microdroplets are effectively plunge-
cooled in the cryogen. 
High velocity plunge cooling (Exp.6) 
This experiment tested the two most efficient 
coolants from Experiment 5 more thoroughly in the 
deep plunger. The specimens were similar to those in 
the previous experiment but with the addition of an 
epoxy resin specimen which was built around the 
thermocouple to a shell thickness of 125 µm. Cooling 
Keith P. Ryan 
Table 8. Cooling rates from a 300 µm diam ete r 
thermocouple surrounded by a 125 µm-thick layer of 
hydrated gelatin; mean (SD), n = 2. Cooling was per-
formed under forced convection while plunging 55 cm 
through the coolant at a plung e velocity of 1.3 mis. 
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Fie:ure 9. Typical high velocity record, at 7 .11 mis, 
from the deep plunger . The motion record show s that 
the specimen (a 125 µm shell of hydrated gelatin 
around a 0.3 mm diameter thermocouple) recoiled 
approximately 27 cm in the coolant an d that the 
specimen temperature rose to -163°C._ This was 
because the specimen recoiled up through coolant 
which had been slightly warmed by the plung e rod 
on which the specimen was mounted . Th e cooling 
rate over 0/-100°C was 3690 °C/s. 
rates from the bare, cleaned thermocouple were also 
recorded. 
A typical high velocity record from a gelatin 
specimen is shown in Fig.9 and the re sults are shown 
in Fig .10. They show that ethane consistently cools 
the specimen mor e efficiently than propane . At the 
higher velocities, it can be seen that the cooling rates 
reached ultimate rates above which faster plunging 
produced no further improvement . These rates were 
3650 °C/s in ethane and 2750 °C/s in propane, which 
ratio at 1.32:1. This is in good agreement with the 
ratio of heat fluxes from specimen to coolant during 
forced convection cooling calculated by Bald (1984); 
these were 97.4 and 73.1 W/cm2 for ethane and 
propane respectively, which ratio at 1.33 :1. The 
plunge motion records showed that the cooling rates 
were not limited by coolant depth . The ultimate 
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Fi@re 10. Cooling rates between 0/-100 °C in an 
exposed, hydrated gelatin specimen of shell 
thickness 125 µm around a 300 µm diameter 
thermocouple, a r esin specimen of simi lar size and 
the bare thermocouple plunged 55 cm into coolant . 
Note the uniform cooling rate in the gel specimen at 
plunge velocities above 5 mis in propane and 6.5 mis 
in ethane . Redrawn, with permission, from Ryan et 
al. (1987) . 
ethane and 24 cm in prop ane while the specimens 
plunged 55 cm into the coolants (Ryan et al. , 1987). 
Conclusions: increased plung e velocity only pro -
duces increased cooling up to the limit of efficiency of 
the particular coolant . Ultimate cooling rates can be 
achieved which correspond to calculated cooling 
efficiencies , thus indicating that modeling can relate 
well to practical results. Epoxy resin specimens 
whic h are the same size as hydr ate d gel specimens 
do not model cooling in the hydrat ed specimens 
where latent heat is a factor; thi s is released when 
water converts to crystalline ice. 
Metal sandwiched specimens (Exp. 7) 
This experiment mea sured cooling rates in metal-
sandwiched hydrated specimens cooled with ethane, 
propane and Freon 22 in the deep plunger (Ryan et 
al., 1990). 
The specimens were 20% gelatin in water, 
415 µm thick , sandwiched between two Balzers BUO 
12 057T planchettes , each 110 µm thick . The planch-
ettes were soldered onto wires which were in turn 
soldered into a two-piece clamping device; this was 
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Figure 11. Metal-sandwiched hydrated gel/thermo-
couple specimen. Side view of the clamping device 
which carries the copper planchettes (at left) 
soldered onto the ends of support wires . The device is 
grub-screwed onto the plunge rod and the thermo-
couple wires are seen running from the planchettes 
into plastic tubes in the plunge rod . Reproduced, 
with permi ssion, from Ryan et al. (1990). 
Figure 12. Face view of a copper planchette with a 
fine thermocouple attached by a thin film of epoxy 
adhesive (at top ). The planchette, 4 .5 mm across, is 
solder ed onto support wires . Reproduced , with 
permission , from Ryan et al. (1990 ). 
grub-screwed onto the 1 m long plunge-rod (Fig .11). 
A fine thermocouple made from 25 µm diameter 
wires was fixed in the centre of specimen by gluing 
the wires to one edge of one of the planchettes 
(Fig .12). The other edges of the planchettes were 
spaced apart by 60 µm-thick Scotch tape . 
A typical record from a sandwiched specimen is 
shown in Fig . 13. One specimen, plunged at 1.9 mis, 
was arrested after plunging 4 cm and again after 
plunging 2 cm; the cooling rates were 1097 and 
1051 °C/s respectively. The same specimen cooled at 
1538 °C/s when it plunged the whole depth of 420 mm 
used in this experiment. The main results of the 
experiment are shown in Fig.14; these are from the 
first specimen to survive the complete series of 
coolants/plunge velocities . They show cooling rates 
measured over several temperature ranges. The 
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Figure 13. Typical record from the metal-sandwiched 
gel specimen from the final control plunge into 
propane: mean plunge velocity (0/-100°C) 1.40 mis, 
cooling rate 1432°C/s. The thermal record shows a 
rounded shoulder to the curve while the temperature 
falls from ambient to a transition point , after which 
there is a straight line relationship with plunge 
velocity over the central portion of the cooling curve . 
The rounded shoulder is probably due to the effect of 
latent heat release within the specimen which 
inhibits cooling. The transition point may indicate 
the end-point of the freezing of specimen water . 
Redrawn, with permission, from Ryan et al. (1990) . 
specimen was then examin ed to verify that the 
thermocouple was centrally located within the 
hydrated specimen and not contacting one of the 
copper planchettes (Fig .15). 
Table 9 presents result s from two other 
specimens. These show consistency of results with 
one specimen and compari son with another. 
Table lOA shows depths at which the specimens 
passed 0°C, Table lOB show s minimum plunge 
depths at which the gelatin froze completely, 
according to modeling, and Table lOC shows depths 
at which the cooling curve entered a straight line 
phase, which was interpreted as being the end-point 
of freezing and latent heat release . 
Conclusions: ethane cooled the metal sandwiched 
specimen more efficiently than the other coolants, 
which suggests that it should be used in jet cooling . 
Specimens arrested after plunging a short distance 
into coolant do not cool as efficiently as when forced 
convection is maintained, thereby reinforcing the 
concept of minimum coolant depth . The temperature 
range over which cooling is monitored is important in 
thermocouple experiments. It appears that increased 
plunge velocity did not produce improved cooling 
until lower temperatures were monitored. The 
modelled nummum depths at which freezing 
occurred were deeper than those at which the centre 
of the specimen reached 0°C because at the 
measured 0°C the specimen had not completely 
yielded up all of its latent heat of fusion. The 
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Fieure 14. Cooling rates in the metal-sandwiched gel 
specimen over different temperature ranges which 
are indicated in each sub-figure. Note that 
improvement in cooling rate with increased plunge 
velocity only occurs markedly when the monitoring 
range extends to -100°C, i.e. well below the specimen 
freezing point . Redrawn, with permission, from Ryan 
et al . (1990). 
measured depths at which the cooling curves entered 
a straight line phase (taken to indicate the end of 
freezing) were deeper than the modelled minimum 
depths for freezing. This probably indicates that the 
cooling technique was not ideal. 
Plunge cooling and ice crystal growth (Exp.8) 
This experiment measured ice crystal cavities 
("ghosts") in plunge cooled specimens after cryo-
substitution. The specimens were 20% gelatin and 
blood samples, from a flat fish (Platichthys fiessus), 
325 µm thick, sandwiched between 110 µm thick 
copper planchettes (Ryan et al., 1990). The 
measurements from blood were performed on red cell 
cytoplasm; these cells are nucleated . 
The specimens were plunged over a range of 
velocities into a 60 cm depth of propane, Freon 22 or 
ethane maintained at 5°C above their freezing 
points. Fig.16 shows a blood cell after freeze-
subtitution for 48 h at -80°C in methanol which 
contained 1 % OsO4. Ice crystal ghosts were branched 
and were measured across their width at positions 
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Table 9. Plunge velocities and cooling rates from hyd-
rated gelatin plunged into propane to show the 
consistency of results with one specimen and compar-
ison with another . Reproduced with permission from 




Plunce velocity (mis) 
2.40 ± 0.06 (n = 5) 
4.39 ± 0.10 (n = 5) 
2.15 ± 0.05 (n = 6) 
Coolinc rate (°C/s) 
929 ± 11 (n = 5) 
1139 ± 48 (n = 5) 
890 ± 43 (n = 6) 
Table 10. Measured and theoretical plunge depths 
(mm) of hydrated gelatin specimens sandwiched 
between copper planchettes (Figs.11, 12) plunged in 
the deep plunging device (Fig .8). (A) Measured 
depths at which the specimen centre reached 0°C. 
The figure in parentheses is extrapolated from plot-
ted data (n = 1). (B) Theoretical minimum plunge 
depths at which the gelatin completely freezes. Cal-
culated using equations (5.6) and (5.12) of Bald 
(1987a) and p1 = 0.86 g/ml, K1 = 0.015 W/cm/K and L 
= 269 J/g for 20% gelatin. Data provided by Dr. W.B. 
Bald, University of York, England. (C) Measured 
depths at which the cooling curve enters a straight 
line phase . The datum for ethane at 2.1 mis is not 
feasible due to an imperfect record. At high velocities 
in Freon 22, the specimen hit the shock absorbers be-
fore the transition point was reached (n = 1). Modi-
fied, with permission, from Ryan et al. (1990) . 
Coolant Plunfi!e velocit:i:: (mis ) 
(A) u M il 
Ethane 40 (70) 210 
Propane 65 85 210 
Freon 22 85 120 220 
(B) .L.Q M .5...Q 
Ethane 68 124 250 
Propane 79 140 270 
Freon 22 86 148 280 
(C) .Ll 2...1 il 
Ethane 90 320 
Propane 140 175 370 
Freon 22 140 190 
just below points of branching. The results of the 
analyses are shown in Figs.17 and 18. Fig .17 also 
includes modeling results calculated by Dr. W.B. 
Bald (University of York, England). Modeling results 
are also included in Table 11, which summarises the 
results from red blood cells. 
Conclusions: higher plunge velocities produced 
smaller ice crystals. Ethane produced smaller mean-
sized ice crystals than propane or Freon 22. Modeling 
by Dr. W.B. Bald produced results which compared 
favourably with those which were obtained 




Figure 15. Back-scattered electron image of the 
sandwiched specimen obtained following the 
recording of the results shown in Figure 14. The 
specimen was embedded in resin and ground to show 
that the thermocouple junction was located at the 
centre of the specimen. The circular outlines at the 
corners are the support wires which are attached to 
the shaped planchettes by solder (which appears 
white). Scale bar 1 mm . Reproduced, with permis-
sion, from Ryan et al. (1990). 
Figure 16. Appearance of freeze-substituted flounder 
(Platichthys flesus) red blood cells located midway 
between the surface and the centre of a 350 µm-thick 
sandwiched specimen which was plunged 43 cm deep 
in liquid ethane at 5. 7 mis. The gradation in ice 
profile size can be seen across the blood cells. The 
cooling front passed from the top of the micrograph 
to the bottom and the ice profiles in the cell increase 
in size towards the bottom of the photograph. Scale 
bar 1 µm. Reproduced, with permission, from Ryan et 
al. (1990). 
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Table 11. Comparison between measured ice dendrite 
diameters, after freeze substitution, and theoretical 
mean ice crystal diameters in erythrocyte cytoplasm 
across Flounder blood samples frozen by plunging 
410-430 mm into different coolants. Each measure-
ment is derived from two analyses on the same 
photograph. The theoretical values were calculated 
by Dr. W.B. Bald, University of York, England. 
Assumed properties for blood in theoretical calcula-
tions were U = 50 mm/s (ice crystal growth velocity), 
L = 250 J/g (latent heat of fusion), r* = 3 nm (radius 
of critical nucleus), p1 = 0.98 g/ml (density of speci-
men frozen phase) and K1 = 0.019 W/cm/K (thermal 
conductivity of the frozen specimen). Modified, with 
permission, from Ryan et al. (1990). 
{:;QQlant Plyn~e Ye!Qr;;itx Ir;;e r;;n'.stal diameter (nm) 
(mis) Measured Theoretical 
Ethane 6 38 ± 1 43 
3 42 ± 1 54 
1.3 46 ± 2 65 
Propane 6 42 ± 2 46 
4.3 49 ± 2 53 
1.3 72 ± 1 73 
Freon 22 6 48 ± 2 49 
3 55 ± 1 65 
1.3 76 ± 1 82 
experimentally. Smaller ice crystals can occur in the 
centre of sandwiched specimens. These are cooled 
from more than one direction, unlike tissue blocks 
which are normally mounted on solid supports and 
cooled only from the frontal direction. 
Postfreeze ice crystal growth (Exp.9) 
It could be envisaged that 48 h at -80°C could 
induce ice crystal growth, so that the ice crystal 
cavity analyses after cryosubstitution did not reflect 
the true cryofixation results . Slices of prefixed, 
saline-washed fish spleen, 100 µm thick, were plunge 
cooled on low thermal mass supports. These were 
wire U-frames covered with aluminium foil. Control 
slices were cryosubstituted at -80°C over 2 days, in 
methanol containing 1 % OsO4, and mostly showed 
no ice crystal damage in the red blood cells. Test 
specimens were stored at -10, -20, -40, -60 and -80°C 
for periods of between 45 minutes and 8 days. The 
specimens stored at -80°C for 8 days showed no 
discernible change. Those stored at -40°C showed 
fine order mottling after 8 days, with crystal cavities 
up to 40 nm across. This appearance was seen after 
only 45 minutes in specimens stored at -20°C. 
Specimens stored at -10°C showed no signs of ice 
crystals in the red blood cells, but after 45 minutes 
the blood cells were shrunken and lay in greatly 
enlarged extracellular spaces. Fig.19 shows a fresh, 
cryofixed specimen stored for 2 days at -60°C with no 
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Figure 17. Transects of ice profile size across gel 
specimens. Measured (closed circles) and modelled 
(open circles) ice profile sizes across metal-
sandwiched 20% gel specimens freeze-substituted 
after plunging 42 cm into propane at 5.7 and 1.3 mis. 
The mean ice profile size is shown at the right of 
each figure . Note the agreement of the means 
between experiment and theory, particularly in the 
upper figure . Redrawn, with permission, from Ryan 
et al. (1990) . 
obvious ice crystal damage . It was anticipated that a 
progressive development in the intracellular crystals 
would occur with higher temperatures, so that a 
correlation between time versus temperature would 
be found . It appears that after reaching a certain 
crystal/dendrite size, the water molecules migrated 
to the extracellular space to contribute to crystals 
there, remains of which were not seen after 
cryosubstitution. 
Luyet (1960) studied post-freeze crystal growth 
using polarised light cryomicroscopy to observe 
"irruptive recrystallisation" . This occurred during the 
rewarming of apparently crystal-free films of frozen 
solutions until they became opaque. He concluded 
that "to free water molecules from their partly 
amorphous, disordered surroundings and make them 
available to join growing ice crystals would require a 
rise in temperature to only -129°C if the surrounding 
consists of pure water, to some -90°C if it consists of 
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Figure 18. Transects of measured ice cavity size in 
flounder (Platichthys flesus) blood samples. The cells 
are nucleated and the ice cavities were measured in 
the cytoplasm, not the nucleus . The curves are 
labelled regarding the coolant and plunge velocity at 
left, with mean ice profile size shown at right . Note 
the small size of profile recorded at the centre of 
some specimens . Note also the mean result in the 
upper curve which was from an arrested plunge . 
Redrawn, with permission , from Ryan et al. (1990). 
it consists of a solution of very large molecules" . He 
used the term "migratory recrystallisation" to 
describe the growth of large crystals in a cold 
solution at the expense of smaller crystals, by the 
migration of water molecules. A frozen solution of 
10% glycerol showed this phenomenon after 15 
minutes at -20 °C, whereas no difference was seen in 
frozen 10% gelatin even after 36 hours at the same 
temperature (this also supported his "irruptive 
recrystallisation " concept) . Nei (1971) reported that 
frozen erythrocytes did not show crystal growth after 
rewarming to ·30°C for 30 minutes. However, when 
they were cryoprotected with 30% glycerol, crystal 
growth began after 30 minutes at -80°C (Nei, 1973). 
He concluded that cryoprotectant lowered the re• 
crystallisation temperature; it was probably this 
finding that prompted the widely held belief that re• 
warming above ·80 °C is dangerous for frozen 
specimens. 
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Figure 19. Cryofixed spleen stored at -60°C for 48 
hours. The red blood cells (top left) and reticular cells 
(bottom) show no sign of ice crystal formation . Scale 
bar 100 nm . 
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Figure 21. The penetration of heavy metal during 
freeze-substitution. Depths to which uranium 
penetrated into frozen gelatin blocks during exposure 
to 4% uranyl acetate in methanol at -80°C. 
Steinbrecht (1985) rewarmed cryofixed specimens 
to -43°C for 10 minutes without inducing observable 
change; they needed exposure to -23 °C to induce 
crystal growth. Van Harreveld and Crowell (1964) 
and Woolley (1974) both freeze substituted speci-
mens at -50°C. Gupta et al. (1977) commented on 
crystal growth and noted that phase transitions in 
frozen water are slow. Also, if the microcrystals are 
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Figure 20. Back-scattered electron image of a cross-
sectional view of a gelatin block which was freeze-
substituted for 6 h at -80°C in methanol containing 
4% uranyl acetate . The block was freeze-dried, 
embedded in resin , planed and coated with carbon 
before viewing. Freezing cracks have distorted 
during shrinkage which occurred whilst freeze-
drying. The results, plotted in Fig.21, probably 
underestimate the penetration of osmium because 
uranium is a heavier ion and will diffuse more slowly 
into the specimens. The 40-50 % linear shrinkage of 
the specimen will also underestimate the 
penetration. Scale bar 100 µm. 
separated by an organic matrix, as occurs in 
biological specimens, then the thermotropic con-
version to larger crystals may be slowed or even 
prevented . 
The findings of Luyet, Nei, Steinbrecht and 
Woolley relate well to those of MacKenzie ( 1981) . He 
used differential thermal analysis to study slow 
rewarming in frozen specimens and found that they 
were thermally stable up to remarkably high subzero 
temperatures. Some gels did not show the exotherms 
associated with migratory recrystallisation, or grain 
growth in frozen crystals, until warmed to -6°C. 
Conclusions : exposure to the typical cryosubstitu-
tion temperature of -80°C over 8 days did not induce 
observable crystal growth. Storage of fresh, cryofixed 
specimens at -60°C over 2 days did not induce 
observable ice crystal growth in these specimens. 
The rate of cryosubstitution (Exp.IO) 
It is surprising that fifty years after the use of 
freeze-substitution in light microscopy (Simpson, 
1941) and thirty years in electron microscopy 
(Fernandez-Moran, 1960), little is known about how 
rapidly the process works. It could be envisaged in 
Experiment 8 that only the surface layers of 
specimens were properly substituted and that deeper 
layers were affected by rewarming the specimen at 
the end of the process. 
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Blocks of 20% gelatin in water were plunge cooled 
and cryosubstituted in methanol containing 4% 
uranyl acetate for periods between 1.5 and 48 hours, 
drained at -80°C and stored in liquid nitrogen . 
Uranyl acetate was used because the study was 
originally a cryoSEM project which involved 
rewarming inside the SEM and osmium vapour was 
to be avoided. The specimens were subsequently 
freeze-dried at -80°C, embedded in resin , planed and 
examined by backscattered electron imaging. A 
typical image is shown in Fig.20. 
The main results are presented in Fig.21, this 
shows measured penetrations of uranium. These 
underestimate the process because of shrinkage 
during freeze-drying . The mean size of specimens 
before freezing was 1.26 x 1.15 mm (n = 6), after 
freeze-drying it was 0.76 x 0.58 mm (n = 6). This 
indicates linear shrinkage in the order of 50% and 
therefore the measured penetrations can be doubled . 
This probably also underestimates the rate of 
cryosubstitution because osmium is normally used; 
this is a lighter element and should diffuse more 
rapidly into the block. This experiment did not 
measure solvent penetration which is the real 
measure of cryosubstitution and which may proceed 
even more rapidly - this is an application for 
differential etching with cryoSEM or the freeze-
substitution microscope (MacKenzie, 1972). 
Ornberg and Reese (1981b) studied the rate of 
cryosubstitution using acetone at -83°C. They found 
that specimens frozen on a liquid helium-cooled 
block , and which contained small crystals , were 
substituted by 25 hours whereas those frozen in 
Fr eon 22 , and which contained larger crystal s, were 
only 70% substituted . Humbel et al. (1983) and 
Humbel and Muell er (1986) studied the process mor e 
systematically by measuring the extraction of 
tritiated water from small filter papers using 
different solvents , which contained a range of water 
concentrations , over a range of temperatures . They 
found that methanol performed more efficiently than 
acetone or diethyl ether and that it would function 
quite efficiently at -90°C with a water content of 
10%. It should be noted that the results from filter 
papers, gelatin blocks and blood samples represent 
almost ideal situations; real tissue specimens , 
especially plant cells, present much greater barriers 
to cryosubstitution . 
Conclusions: the measured penetration of uranium 
after 48 hours of cryosubstitution at -80°C was 
320 µm. After allowing for 40-50 % freeze-drying 
shrinkage, this can be doubled to over 600 µm . The 
substitution of frozen specimen water was not 
measured directly, this would probably occur faster 
than the heavy metal penetration measured here . 
This implies that the 325 µm-thick gel and blood 
specimens in which ice crystal cavities were 




The versatility of plunge cooling is shown in the 
dynamic experiments in Table 6, which includes 
results from other cooling methods . Transitory 
physiological and biochemical phenomena can be 
stimulated either chemically or electrically and then 
arrested after short, known time intervals . Thus , 
processes can be sampled as if by a series of time-
lapse photographs. With jet cooling, time intervals 
have been measured in 1 ms increments after a 
deadtime of 5 ms (Pollard et al ., 1990). Zierold et al. 
(1989) illustrated specimens which were plunge 
cooled 10 ms after electrical stimulation. Their 
method allows a shortest time of 1 ms between 
stimulation and cryofixation . 
The Plymouth experiments show various aspects 
of plunge cooling . It is inherently inefficient to mount 
small specimens on large metal supports and then 
expect them to cool ultrarapidly . The first 
experiment showed that specimens cooled faster 
when isolated from the relatively large thermal 
mass . However , once the specimen is mounted on a 
low thermal mass support, it is more susceptible to 
premature slow freezing in the cold gas layer above 
coolants . To avoid this, the coolant container was 
raised using a handle prior to plunging so that it 
almost protruded from the cooling chamber. 
The size of specimens must be minimised to 
facilitate th e faste st cooling , otherwi se only the 
surface layer can cool fast enough to avoid intrusive 
ice crystal damage . However , specimen dissection 
must be balanced against its perturbation. Some 
physiological preparations ar e held viable for long 
periods in experimental situations , while minimal 
disturbance can affect re sults in other situations . 
Plunge velocity should be fast enough to maintain 
the specimen surface temperature at the coolant 
temperature so as to maximise conduction of heat out 
of the specimen . This requirement must be 
considered with coolant depth, which mu st be 
sufficient to enable continued forced convection over 
the critical time period . This period is dependent on 
specimen size and coolant parameters . For most 
workers , these are difficult factors to calculate. 
Plunge cooling bare grid, thin film specimens for 
vitrification is sufficient in a small thimble of 
coolant. Dubochet et al. (1988) estimate that thin 
film specimens (1.0 µm-thick) travel only about 100 
µm while vitrifying, which occurs in approximately 
0.1 ms. Small bulk specimens need to travel much 
further than this . Also, above a critical size, 
vitrification is not possible because the cooling rate 
will not be physically attainable . These parameters 
can be calculated on a personal computer, using the 
"Cryofix" program (from the Wolfson Unit for Applied 




Figure 22 . The centre-line-cryofixation principle, 
showing paths of heat exit . The solid support (left) 
constitutes a heat reservoir which retards cooling in 
the specimen . The foil-bridge support (right) permits 
coolant to reach the specimen from all directions so 
that cooling is multidirectional ; it is enhanced in the 
centre of the specimen, where the cooling fronts 
converge. This gives bett er cryofixation in the centre 
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Figure 23. Low thermal mass supports which enable 
multidirectional cooling of specimens. 
Cryobiology, Institute for Applied Biology, University 
ofYork , York YO15DD, England). 
The Plymouth thermocouple experiments con-
firmed that propane cools more efficiently than Freon 
22, which was already well established in the 
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Figure 24. (A) Photomicrograph of a cross-section 
through a segment of Sagitta setosa which was 
plunge cooled on a foil-bridge support . The body wall 
shows two freeze fractures (arrowheads ) which are 
probably du e to the plunge-rod striking the side of 
the coolant container after high velocity plunging. 
The tubular body and gut collapsed during specimen 
mounting and the walls are partly apposed (arrow) . 
(B) Electron micrograph showing centre-line-cryo-
fixation ; detail of Sagitta setosa gut from the centre 
of the specimen in (A), where the gut walls are 
apposed . The gut lumen shows well-preserved cilia 
which were 80 µm from the nearest external surface . 
Note the crystallisation of the fluid in the gut . Scale 
bars (A) 100 µm , (B) 1 µm . 
literature. The experiments also showed that ethane 
was more efficient than propane for cooling metal, 
exposed hydrated and metal-sandwiched hydrated 
specimens. This indicates that ethane should be used 
for microdroplet spray cooling and jet cooling (faster 
cooling with ethane has been recorded using a jet 
freezer; personal communication from Dr. Theo 
Mueller, Applications Lab., Balzers Union AG, 
Liechtenstein) . The crystal-ghost analyses confirmed 
these results; they also confirmed the centre-line 
effect observed by Van Venrooij et al. (1975). This 
results from specimens being cooled from more than 
one direction (Fig .22), as in a tubular or spherical 
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specimen. Small tissue blocks can be mounted on low 
thermal mass supports (Figs.1 and 23) for such 
cooling and this can result in excellent central 
preservation (Fig.24). 
Improvement in the rapid cooling of biological 
specimens is clearly difficult. Seemingly immutable 
limitations are imposed by the nature of water. The 
only possibilities of altering this, until recently, were 
to use cryoprotectants (Skaer, 1982), to modify ice 
crystal growth, or extremely high pressure, to change 
the properties of the water (Moor & Riehle, 1968; 
Michel et al., 1991). A new development is the use of 
microwaves to momentarily disrupt the transitory 
lattice organisation of water molecules immediately 
prior to freezing (Hanyu et al., 1992). This is claimed 
to give improved results with slam cooling. Even 
better results might be anticipated using plunge 
cooling with low thermal mass supports, where 
multilateral heat removal occurs. This approach 
could greatly improve the method although, unless 
the cooling chamber is flooded with inert gas during 
cooling, it would be necessary to use non-flammable 
coolants. The new Freon-replacement coolants may 
prove useful for this purpose. 
Summary 
The plunge cooling method of preserving 
specimens for electron microscopy has been 
investigated since 1956, mainly by thermocouple 
experiments. This review summarises these and also 
more biologically significant experiments which have 
measured ice crystal damage. Plunge cooling has 
great potential in the arrest and preservation of 
transitory physiological and biochemical phenomena. 
These can be triggered under experimentally con-
trolled conditions, either chemically or electrically. 
The shortest time available between stimulation and 
plunging is approximately 1 ms. The phenomenon of 
centre-line cryofixation is discussed and illustrated . 
This results when specimens are cooled from more 
than one direction and can give good preservation 
deep in the centre of specimens, for example, 80 µm 
from the nearest surface. The possibility of exploiting 
this phenomenon in combination with microwave 
irradiation at the moment of plunging is indicated. 
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Discussion with Reviewers 
K. Zierold: In order to reduce the heat transfer 
from the specimen holder to the specimen during 
cooling, would it be better to use holders made of 
thermally insulating material instead of the usually 
used metal holders? 
K. Richter : Multidirectional cooling access: it is 
shown in this report that thermocouples cool faster 
when they are not in contact with a massive support 
(foil bridge support in Fig.2). This is not astonishing, 
since the surface in contact with the heat sink is 
then larger. Do you have experience using thermal 
isolators as supports instead of conductors? Those 
supports would not allow multidirectional cooling 
access but they would not provide so much heat to 
the cooling specimen since their heat capacity and 
conductivity are smaller than those of metal 
supports. 
Author : I have not used thermal insulators, either 
as foils or solid specimen supports. It is possible that 
if such a support was a thin , tapered pin with the 
specimen perched its tip then it may be useful . It is 
also possible that if a bulkier plastic holder were 
used then its thermal energy would come out later in 
the cooling process, for instance, after plunge arrest. 
This might rewarm the specimen and local coolant to 
the detriment of the previously well frozen specimen . 
An advantage of the metal foil bridge support is that 
the foil acts as a metal mirror and cools the specimen 
from behind, this gives good freezing in that area 
when blocks are too large to freeze ideally 
throughout their bulk . Foil bridge mounted 
specimens can be strengthened for cryosectioning by 
using cryoglues . 
G.M. Roomans: You refer to i.n......fil1y cryofixation, 
which you say is particularly useful for X-ray 
microanalysis. While it is true that the method was 
developed in particular for X-ray microanalysis, the 
rationale behind the method should apply to 
morphological studies as well. For instance, the 
collapse of specimen structures as shown in Fig.24A 
might have been prevented by in situ freezing. 
Dissection and mounting of specimens may quite 
well cause changes at the ultrastructural level, due 
to interrupted oxygen supply to the cells. Please 
comment. 
Keith P. Ryan 
T. Muller: You show, that with special mountings, 
specimens can be frozen fixed by plunge freezing. It 
is important that the heat of the specimen can be 
extracted in all directions (like in the microdroplets 
in spray freezing (Plattner and Knoll 1984). Can you 
give an estimation of the time which is needed for 
the mounting of these specimens and is there a 
problem of mechanical or physiological (degradation) 
damage? 
Author: I agree that in situ freezing should be 
performed for all applications where possible. The 
structure shown in Fig.24A is from an animal which 
is essentially a long, fluid-filled tube. It has an 
extensive coelom with a central tubular gut 
suspended by dorsal and ventral mesenteries. It has 
been frozen in....1QtQ by suspending the animal across 
a V-wire support. While there was no collapse of 
structure, there was poor freezing in the centre of the 
specimen because of its size. The collapse noted in 
Fig.24A occurred on cutting the specimen into 
segments. I am sure that in situ freezing of this 
specimen, using cryopliers or the RMC Cryo-snapper, 
would also result in deformation of the overall 
morphology. A cryo-biopsy needle device would not 
be relevant because the specimen is too small 
(typically 20 mm long x 1 mm diameter) . Dissection 
and specimen mounting times prior to freezing can 
be as short as 15 seconds. Typically, our tissue 
specimens are excised and kept in a humidity 
chamber for up to 5 minutes until enough samples 
have been frozen. Degradation must occur on several 
levels; blood pressure will fall and change gross 
morphology of related structures, osmotic and 
electrolyte levels will change and alter subcellular 
organisation, oxygen and carbon dioxide levels must 
change and enzymatic equilibrium will be perturbed. 
If too long an interval passes while preparing ideally 
small tissue blocks, of e.g . cerebellum, although they 
freeze perfectly, the structure can be totally 
unrecogniseable because of induced alterations. 
Capturing, anaesthetising and dissection of 
specimens must all lead to compromise situations; 
however, some workers cryofix isolated muscle and 
nerve fibres under defined physiological conditions 
during dynamic experiments (see Table 6). 
K Richter: "The centre-line-cryofixation principle": 
In order to explain the smaller ice crystal cavity sizes 
in the centre of your specimens you claim that 
cooling in the centre of a specimen can be more 
efficient than somewhere away from the centre when 
cooling is performed "multidirectionally" from all 
sides (Fig.22). It is not evident, however, why the 
centre of the specimen should profit more of the 
effect than any other place. The findings of smaller 
ice cavity sizes in the centre of the specimen (Fig.17) 
and in the centre entities of the specimen such as the 
erythrocytes in Fig.18, could be explained in a 
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different way : Ice cavities are formed during the ice 
crystal formation by a phase separation process 
which includes displacements of molecules, i.e . 
concentration of water in those areas which remain 
empty cavities after freeze substitution. This process 
might dry out regions in directions where water is 
still mobile (i.e. centre of the specimen) and make 
them more cryoprotected . Freezing is therefore more 
difficult in these regions and the crystal size is more 
limited than in other regions. 
Author: There are several experimental results that 
support the idea that cooling can be faster at the 
centre of ideally cooled specimens than at subsurface 
positions. Van Venrooij et al. (1975) measured 
cooling rates with thermocouples at different depths 
in a tubular specimen and found faster cooling at the 
centre; this was repeated when they modeled the 
situation. The modeling aspect was also repeated by 
Bald (1987a) with regard to tubular , block and 
spherical droplet specimens. The best evidence is the 
results that can be seen in the microscope, for 
instance in Fig .24B . This shows well preserved 
structures which are not obviously shrunken as 
would be apparent if there was water loss due to 
migration to growing ice crystals in other areas of the 
specimen . 
G.M. Roomans : You use gelatin as a test specimen. 
There is a discussion about water structure in 
relation to proteins, leading some authors to 
postulate the existence of ordered, "unfreezeable" 
water, depending on the way it is associated with 
proteins. Would it be possible that the gel-like state 
of gelatin is more ordered than than the gel-sol-like 
state of the cytoplasm, so that gelatin would 
represent a more favorable condition than an actual 
cell? 
Author: The gelatin specimens in Fig.17 show mean 
ice crystal sizes of 54 and 83 nm at plunge velocities 
of 5. 7 and 1.3 mis respectively (in propane), the 
similar sized erythrocyte specimens in Fig .18 show 
smaller mean ice cavity sizes (44 and 73 nm) at 
similar plunge velocities in propane. This tends to 
suggest that gelatin represents a less favourable 
condition than the erythrocytes. However, it might 
be argued that the red cell cytoplasm is itself more 
highly ordered in terms of water arrangement, or, 
more likely, that they contain less water overall : 
published data for carp are 64 and 68.6% water (DA 
Fuchs and C Albers (1988) Effect of adrenaline and 
blood gas conditions on red cell volume and intra-
erthrocytic electrolytes in the carp, Cyprinus carpio . 
J . Exp. Biol. .l3.1, 457-477). In many respects both 
gelatin and red blood cells are ideal specimens 
because they are homogeneous; real tissue specimens 
possess many different cellular compartments with 
varying water content and thus show different ice 
cavity sizes . This also makes modeling very difficult. 
Review of plunge cooling 
T. Muller: Please be more precise regarding your 
conclusions about the specimen size in Experiment 3. 
Do you really think plunge freezing is capable of 
freezing 250 µm specimens without ice crystal 
formation? 
Author: I believe it is possible to freeze 250 µm 
specimens so that they do not show discernible ice 
crystal damage after freeze substitution, although 
they may obviously contain microcrystalline ice that 
could be detected by electron or X-ray diffraction on 
the frozen state. Prefixed dogfish cerebellum 
(Scyliorhinus canicula) which was well washed in its 
physiological saline overnight was trimmed very 
precisely to 200, 230 and 250 µm cubes using 
fragments of razor blade (it is not possible to be as 
precise with fresh tissue). The specimens were 
plunged on foil bridge supports into propane, freeze 
substituted and embedded in resin. Several 
specimens up to 250 µm cubed showed no sign of 
crystal damage; 300 µm cubes were always damaged 
after this process. Prefixed tissue must be more 
highly cross linked, therefore its water may be less 
"bound" or ordered and therefore be freer to 
contribute to larger crystals than might otherwise 
form in fresh tissue specimens where the gel-like 
nature of some components can act as a natural 
cryoprotectant. 
K. Richter: Cooling rate measurements with 
thermocouples embedded in 20% gelatine: how 
precisely can it be controlled? The thickness of the 
gelatine layer, its hydration and the central position 
of the embedded thermocouple; especially when 
experiments are repeated as indicated in Table 9? 
How critical are these parameters? 
Author : It is possible, with experience, to apply 
gelatin layers around thermocouple junctions quite 
accurately, regarding both the thickness of the layer 
and its symmetry. The hydration is slightly more 
problematical; if the thermocouple is mounted under 
a dissecting microscope so that it can be examined 
from all directions (protruding from a matchbox is 
satisfactory), the gelatin supply is maintained 
capped in a hot water bath and a warmed needle is 
used quickly to apply the gelatin then it is possible to 
be quite accurate. As soon as gelatin has been 
applied to the thermocouple, its size is noted (using 
an eyepiece graticule) and cold water is applied using 
a thicker needle . This makes the overall structure 
oversized. When the outer layer of water evaporates 
so that the specimen returns to its original size, more 
gelatin can be applied. The accuracy of the process is 
seen in the results of the two specimens in Table 9. It 
was deemed important in the experiments that the 
same specimen was used for any given set of data 
because size differences would give slightly different 
results . 
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T. Muller: Post-freeze ice crystal growth is very 
important to avoid as the whole freezing effort can be 
in vain. Beside your work carried out with the 
cryosubstitution technique, we found in freeze 
fracturing that neither the heating of specimens to 
-90°C nor sublimation (etching) times extended to 30 
minutes, at -90°C in high vacuum, introduce 
recrystallization in hydrated gels containing 98.5% of 
water (T. Millier, K. Hakert. and Th. Eckert (1989) 
Rheological and electron microscopic characterisation 
of aqueous carboxymethyl cellulose gels, Part II: 
Visualisation of the gel structure by freeze 
fracturing. Colloid and Polymer Science -2.fil, 230-
236). 
Author: It is unfortunate that the results of Luyet 
(1960), Nei (1971) and MacKenzie (1981) are not 
more widely appreciated or further investigated. 
They all suggest that specimens can be rewarmed to 
very high subzero temperatures before they show 
crystal growth . However, this does exclude highly 
hydrated specimens and specimens with highly 
hydrated domains . Obviously, any specimen brought 
above -130°C will devitrify; this applies to all freeze 
substituted, freeze etched and freeze dried 
specimens. 
K. Zierold: Based on your experiments you 
recommend ethane instead of propane for jet 
freezing . Are there any other reasons not to use 
ethane except the higher price, for example, safety 
arguments? 
Author : If large metal-sandwiched specimens were 
to be frozen for freeze fracture then their bulk may 
have an effect based on the lower degree of 
subcooling with ethane (94 degrees , the difference 
between the melting and boiling points, compared to 
148 degrees with propane). Large metal sandwiched 
specimens could vaporize the coolant and thus cool 
less efficiently. If thin specimens can be frozen 
satisfactorily with propane it would seem 
superfluous to use ethane . It is preferable to propane 
and Freons for cryoultramicrotomy where, because of 
its higher vapor pressure, it can be removed more 
easily from specimens to prevent wetting of the 
cryoknife; similarly from specimens in the vacuum of 
the cryoTEM . Regarding safety, higher vapour 
pressure does render ethane potentially more 
flammable, the flashpoint is -130°C compared to 
-104°C for propane (the flashpoint is the temperature 
at which the vapour concentration above the cryogen 
attains its lower flammability limit and becomes 
ignitable). In most situations, the coolant is 
maintained under a blanket of inert nitrogen gas; the 
danger periods are during collection and disposal of 
these coolants (KP Ryan and MI Liddicoat (1987) 
Safety considerations regarding the use of propane 
and other liquefied gases as coolants for rapid 
freezing purposes. J. Microsc. ill, 337-340). 
Keith P. Ryan 
T. Miiller: Everybody will be grateful, reading that 
ethane or propane are better than the "nasty Freon 
family" , when taking environmental protection into 
account. Can you give more information about the 
non-flammable Freon-replacement coolants? 
Author: "Freon " is a Du Pont registered trade 
name. Freons are stable, inert gases which are 
widely used for refrigeration and air conditioning 
purposes, for blowing foams in the manufacture of 
many plastics for packaging and insulation and as 
aerosol propellants. Those chlorinated fluorocarbons 
(CFC's ) which are fully halogenated, such as Fr eon 
11 (trichlorofluoromethane, CCbF) and Freon 12 
(dichlorodifluoromethane, CCl2F2), are being phased 
out rapidly because their chlorine reacts photo-
chemically to destroy stratospheric ozone . The 
banned substances are principally CFC-11, 12, 113, 
114 and 115 and Halons-1211, 1301 and 2402 . 
Freons containing bromine are even more 
destructive. The USA Clean Air Act (1990) originally 
phased out these substances by January 1, 2000 , 
although there is now a general willingness in the 
U .S.A. and Europe to complete this by 1995. 
Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFC's), which contain 
chlorine but which are not fully halogenated, such as 
Freon 22 (chlorodifluoromethane, CHClF 2), are much 
less damaging. The ozone depletion factor for Freons 
11 and 12 is 1.0 wherea s that for Freon 22 is 0.05 . 
HCFC's can be used in new refrigeration equipment 
until January 1, 2020, with servicing allowed until 
January 1, 2030, although they will all be included 
in the next Montreal Protocol revi sion . 
Freon 23 (trifluoromethane , CHF3) is a hydro-
fluorocarbon (HFC) and is not affected; with its 
freezing point at -155.2°C (similar to that of Freon 
22), it should be tested for cryofixation . 
Du Pont are now producing a range of 
environmentally acceptable coolants with the trade 
name SUV A: these are HFC 125 (pentafluoroethane, 
CHF 2.CF 3); HFC 134a (1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane, 
CH2F.CF 3); HFC 152a (1,1-difluoroethane, CH 3. 
CHF 2); HCFC 123 (2,2-dichloro-l,1,1-trifluoroeth-
ane, CHC12.CF3), HCFC 124 (2-chloro-l,l,1,2-tetra-
fluoroethane, CHC1F.CF3); HCFC 141b (1,l-dichloro-
1-fluoroethane, CH3.CC12F); HCFC 142b (1-Chloro -
1,1-difluoroethane, CH3.CC1F2) and HFC 152a (1,1-
difluoroethane, CHJCHF 2). Freon 22 (HCFC 22) is 
included in the new product list. Besides ozone 
depletion potentials, these substances have been 
considered for their global warming potential 
(greenhouse effect) and their photochemical 
reactivity (smog effect). Data from (1) Du Pont 
bulletin ER-BE, "Properties of Du Pont SUV A 
Refrigerants" and (2) Du Pont leaflet H-24111 
"Regulatory Update ". 
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Table 12. Boiling points (Tbp), melting points (Tmp) 
and subcooling characteristics (Tsub) of hydrofluoro-
carbon (HFC) and hydrochlorofluorocarbon (HCFC) 
coolants . T(sub) is the cooling potential of a cryogenic 
fluid below its boiling point . 
Tbp Tmp Tsub 
(OC) (OC) (OC) 
HFC23 -82.0 -155.2 73.2 
HFC 125 -48.5 -103.0 54.5 
HFC 134a -26.5 -101.1 74.6 
HFC 152a -24 .7 -117 .0 92 .3 
HCFC 22 -40.7 -160 .0 119.3 
HCFC 123 +27 .9 -107 .0 134.9 
HCFC 124 -11.0 -199 .0 188 
HCFC 141b +32.0 -103.5 135.5 
HCFC 142b - 9.8 -130.8 121 
Excluding the old coolants, HCFC 22 and HFC 23, 
only HCFC 124 appears to have any potential for 
vitrification because the freezing points of the other 
new products are above the devitrification temp-
erature of water . They may be satisfactory for other 
cryoapplications similarly to ethanol which has been 
used for cryosubstitution (Marchese-Ragona, 1984). 
Author: During the reviewing of this work a 
comment was made concerning the transition point 
in Fig .13 below which the cooling curve showed a 
st raight line relationship with plunge velocity . It was 
asked that if "other experiments show that after the 
'transition point' the cooling rate depend s on the 
plunging speed but not before. It would be 
interesting to find this value in Fig .14 (-40/-100°C)". 
The "transition point" for each plunge trial m 
Fig.14 is presented in Table 13: 
Table 13. The "tran sition temperature" (Tt,ans) at 
which point the cooling curve entered a straight line 
phase and depth (Dtrans) at which it was attained is 
shown for each trial pr esented in Fig .14, where the 
sandwiched gelatin specimen was plunged at 
different velocities into different coolant s. The 
specimen did not reach the transition tempera ture at 
the highest plunge velocities in Freon 22 . 
Ethane; 
Velocity (m/s)l.3 (--) 2.9 3.8 4.5 5.1 5.9 
Ttrans (°C) -39 (--) -39 -37 -43 -39 -38 
Dt,ans (cm) 9 (--) 19 23 28 33 35 
PrQuane; 
Velocity (m/s)l.6 2.1 2.8 3.7 4.4 5.1 5.9 
Ttrans (°C) -38 -38 -38 -35 -33 -35 -40 
Dtrans (cm) 15 19 22 29 31 37 43 
FreQn 22; 
Velocity (m/s)l.4 2.0 2.9 3.7 4.4 5.0 5.8 
Ttrans (°C) -30 -23 -24 -27 -33 -32 -35 
Dt,ans (cm) 14 19 25 30 .5 37.5 
Review of plunge cooling 
It appears from the data in Table 13 that the 
"transition temperature" in ethane and propane 
approaches the homogeneous nucleation temperature 
of water, whereas this is not so apparent when 
considering the results from Freon 22. 
The cooling rates over the temperature range -40/-
1000C are presented in Fig .25: 
It appears from Fig.25 that cooling rates are 
dependent on plunging velocity when measured over 
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Figure 25. Cooling rates over the temperature range 
-40/-100 °C which complement the cooling rates 
shown in Fig.14 from the metal-sandwiched 20% 
gelatin specimen plunged into ethane, propane and 
Freon 22 (drawn to the same scale). The data in 
parentheses are from trials where the specimen did 
not cool to -100°C under forced convection, it reached 
plunge bottom first. 
